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History
Humanity has lived through the darkest of
times, but few events have stained our
collective history more than the Srebrenica
genocide.
On 11 July 1995, Bosnian Serb forces, led by
General Ratko Mladić overran and captured
the town of Srebrenica in Eastern Bosnia
which had been declared a UN Safe Area. In
the days following, more than 8,000 Bosnian
Muslim men and boys were systematically
murdered and buried in mass graves.
Thousands of women, children and the
elderly were forcibly deported.
Srebrenica was a culmination of a campaign
of 'ethnic cleansing' used by Bosnian Serb
forces during the conflict. This was
implemented to achieve the aim of a
'Greater Serbia', free from non-Serbs.
Throughout Bosnia, between 20,000-50,000
women and girls suffered sexual violence, a
weapon of war used to systematically
ethnically cleanse the region and terrorise
the populace. Concentration camps were
established in the Prijedor area, and many
Bosnian Muslims were forced from their
homes to be internally displaced or become
refugees.
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Described by the United Nations as:
'the worst crime on European soil since the
Second World War'
the genocide at Srebrenica was officially
recognised by the International Court of
Justice and the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia at the
Hague. Yet denial of this atrocity remains
widespread.
Many in Bosnia-Herzegovina are still
struggling for justice. Among these are
organisations such as the Mothers of
Srebrenica, who campaigned for the
recognition of the deaths of their loved ones
and the Association of Women Victims of War
who campaigned for justice for survivors of
sexual violence who still fight stigma within
Bosnia.
On the 11th July, the official date of
remembrance each year, we honour the
victims and survivors of genocide, and
pledge ourselves to creating a better,
stronger, and more cohesive society in the
United Kingdom.
The lessons we learn from Srebrenica are
that hatred and intolerance can flourish if
left unchallenged. Even in Bosnia, where
people of many faiths lived as neighbours for
centuries, an integrated society
disintegrated. We must all understand the
consequences of not taking action against
hate. By doing this we give ourselves hope of
illuminating the darkness and creating a
safer community for all.
4
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Local propaganda on public TV and
radio was working nonstop to ensure

SAFET VUKALIĆ BEM

the Serb population would fear Muslims,
or at least be confused. All sorts of

Prior to the war, we all lived peacefully
together.

At

school,

my

class

was

roughly half Muslim and half Serb and
other religions, but most of us didn't pay
attention to religious differences. When

stories were going around. My favourite
was when 'Prijedor Radio' said that all
the Muslims had received a list of Serbs
to kill. I joked that our list must have
gotten lost in the post. The post was

we had a break, the boys would grab a

rather unreliable in those days.

ball

"One of the instructions given to
all non-Serbs was to put a white
flag outside our houses and to
wear white armbands, which is
why we wear white armbands
each year on 31 May as a
reminder, like Jews wearing
yellow stars in WWII."

and

play

football—two

against

each

other,

not

religion.

We

shared

teams

divided

by

everything—the

same school, the same entrance, unlike
some parts of Bosnia today. Then came
1992. When the local government in
Prijedor was overthrown by the Serbian
‘Democratic’

Party

led

by

Karadžić

everything went downhill.
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1991: Safet (Second from the right, bottom row) in his 2nd year of high school, studying Electrical Engineering

Eventually, they started gathering the

As the men were waiting on the main road

local population, mainly men. Sometime

some soldiers started beating my father

in June 1992, it was the turn of my part

and brother. My father used to be part of

of the town, Donja Puharska.

Armed

the local Joint Territorial Army, so he was

soldiers with armoured vehicles were

next to be beaten, but a soldier from

going

shouting

Serbia asked them to stop, as the men had

“All men go to the main road!” They

done nothing wrong. My father always says

kept

you

that he would like to find that Serbian

be

soldier and thank him. In that moment, he

through
saying:

the

streets

“Don’t

worry—if

haven’t done anything you

will

sent home after questioning.” No one
mentioned
father

and

concentration
brother

camps.

went.

I

behaved like a soldier and saved my dad.

My

started

walking behind them—at 16, I was taller
than most men. My mother shouted ‘You
are not going anywhere, you are just a
child! Go inside’.
Luckily, I obeyed her and wasn’t picked
up later. If I hadn’t, I would have been
taken to the camps and I’m not sure I
would have survived all the suffering
and torture.
1983: Safet with his father and younger sister
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1992: Safet's father (left) and brother (right) upon arrival to the UK

At

first

we

didn’t

had

When we heard that my father had been

happened to my father and brother, but

taken to Omarska, it was the worst day

eventually we found out they were being

of my life. I went into the bathroom and

held locally at Keraterm concentration

cried. I thought he would be killed there

camp. Some guards would let food be

for sure, as we had heard people only

brought in to the camp for family

went to Omarska “on request”, which

members, and my sister went whenever

usually meant torture and death. He was

she could, taking food to my father and

extremely lucky to survive. Later, he was

brother.

taken to Manjača and eventually to

Sometimes

know

she

what

would

be

threatened.

Croatia. In December 1992 he came to

"One of our family friends, who
was a Serb, didn’t want to join
the Bosnian Serb Army. He was
told not to come to work,
threatened and called a traitor
by his own friends, just
because he didn’t feel like
imprisoning innocent people.
He stood up for what was
right. If only more did."

the UK with the Red Cross. In December
1993 I finally saw my dad again for the
first time since that terrible June of
1992. When my older sister and I arrived
at the hostel in Balham where my father
was staying, none of us could speak for
some time. We were both happy and
sad, we were with dad again, and alive,
but mum was still in Prijedor with my
younger sister.
7
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We weren’t finally reunited as a family
until June 1994. We all live here now. All
of us ‘kids’ have got jobs and have had
jobs for years. It wasn’t easy. It was
difficult

for

me

to

get

back

into

education. I was told I was too old to
continue normal education, and it was a
problem that I didn’t speak English. If it
wasn’t for my dad meeting a Bosnian
family from Zenica, who helped me get
into college, who knows what would
have happened. College was hard at
first. I started in a part-time group to
pick up some English before starting my
full-time

education.

I

remember

sometimes when I would try and speak,
some of the students would laugh. But
that was one group. When I started my
BTEC National Diploma in Engineering in
September 1994, things were totally
different. There were no issues—we
would all play football together and help
each other with studies. It probably
helped with making friends that maths
was my favourite subject and others
mostly hated it and needed help!
I first started properly talking about my
experience

through

the

Holocaust

Memorial Day Trust in 2010, and I’m
now also working with Remembering
Srebrenica. It wasn’t easy to speak out in
the beginning as emotions were always
taking over. If it wasn’t for these two
organisations, would I be talking about it
at all? Probably not.

June 1994: Safet's mother (Top Right) and younger
sister (Bottom) upon arrival to the UK. Greeted by
Safet's father (Top Left) andand his older sister (Top
Centre).

"For me it is important to talk
about what has happened in
Bosnia because of what
happened, how it happened
and the fact that much of it
is still happening. In Bosnia
war criminals are celebrated
as heroes by certain Bosnian
politicians. I would like to
think people praising Hitler
would not be treated so
kindly."
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Bosnia is still divided, and many are working to ensure division stays in place. Not long
ago we had children protesting in Bosnia because adults want to build them a school
with separate entrances, dependent on religion. Then we act surprised when we hear
acts of hatered. It’s our fault. We are not talking enough about hate. Many think if you
ignore it, it will go away. It won’t. Hate is a virus. If you don’t treat it, it will spread. The
past is there to show us—let’s learn from it.

"I want my daughters to be proud of what their father did,
however small, to help educate people of the consequences of
hate, ignorance and inaction."
I often ask myself—am I a survivor? It’s difficult to answer, as I always compare myself to
those who have lost family. I was lucky and am lucky. However, I guess I am a survivor. It
hurts me seeing those things repeat again and again. When will the world say no more
and mean it? Hopefully one day soon.

"No one should go through what I did."

Safet with his wife and daughters
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1700+
events and activities held during
Srebrenica Memorial Week 2020
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SREBRENICA MEMORIAL DAY PROGRAMME
TEMPLATE
Introductory address – [Speaker]
Charity Video
Commemoration Speech - [Speaker]
Survivor Testimony/Expert Speaker/Speaker
- [Speaker]
Living the Lessons Pledge during which
candles are lit:
1) [Participant]
2) [Participant]
3) [Participant]
4) [Participant]
5) [Participant]
6) [Participant]
7) [Participant]
8) [Participant]
9) [Participant]
10) [Participant]
11) [Participant]

Biographies of Speakers
Name of host
Biography of host

Name of Speaker 1
Biography of speaker 1

Name of Survivor/Speaker 2
Biography of survivor

1 minute silence/prayers
Thanks and Close – [Speaker]
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Commemoration Speech
SREBRENICA MEMORIAL DAY 2021

This year marks 26 years since the genocide at Srebrenica in Bosnia and Herzegovina in
which over 8,000 Bosnian Muslim men and boys were systematically murdered in what
was described by the United Nations as
‘the worst crime on European soil since the Second World War’.
The killings at Srebrenica have been classified as genocide by both the International
Court of Justice and the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. Yet the
denial of this atrocity remains prevalent and a failure to face up to the past has led to
more pain and suffering for survivors of the genocide, who have already experienced the
worst of humanity. That is why it is imperative that we never forget the horrors of 1995.
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The lessons learned from Srebrenica are that hatred and intolerance can flourish if left
unchallenged even in an integrated society like Bosnia and Herzegovina where people of
different faiths had lived peacefully together for hundreds of years. The 11th of July has been
designated as the official day of remembrance for the victims of Srebrenica. During this week
each year, communities across the country honour the victims and survivors of the genocide,
and pledge to create a better, stronger and more cohesive society in the United Kingdom.
In albeit very different ways the Covid pandemic has brought loss and difficulties to millions,
shattering individuals and communities, who are now looking to rebuild their lives. And as
we move forwards to rebuilding our communities in the wake of the many health and
economic challenges which people with divisive agendas are all too keen to exploit, we will
remember the spirit of survivors who, despite the horrendous hatred and destruction they
were subjugated to themselves, have been rebuilding their lives with dignity, humanity and
without calling for retribution or promoting division or hatred. This is all the more
remarkable and inspiring. We, therefore, hope that the theme of ‘Rebuilding Lives’ will bring
communities together to remember and learn from the past to help build stronger, safer and
more cohesive society here in the UK.
Remembering Srebrenica’s theme for 2021 aims to honour the two million people who were
displaced during the genocide and ethnic cleansing in Bosnia in the 1990s, leaving them to
seek refuge all over the world, with approximately 10,000 Bosnians coming to the UK. It will
aim to shed light to their stories showing how they have rebuilt their lives after surviving war,
dealing with the trauma of losing loved ones and their livelihood as well as overcoming pain
and suffering on a level which is incomprehensible for many.
By shining a light on the way in which survivors have rebuilt their lives and contributed to
every facet of British life that has enriched our communities, it not only serves as a powerful
antidote to combating the negative attitudes and perceptions that surround refugees but
also allows us to learn from the stories of those who have shown enormous resilience in
rebuilding their lives.
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The UK can be proud of the role it has played towards the Bosnians who rebuilt their lives
here in the 1990s. Many British families joined mosques, church halls and community centres
in showing generosity and kindness in offering to accommodate survivors until they were
able to be resettled into their new accommodation. Charities such as the British Red Cross
and Refugee Action organised the reception and settlement of Bosnians, whilst hundreds of
volunteers made survivors feel welcome and helped with tasks such as enrolling children in
schools, supporting adults start courses in English as well as assisting with duties such as
filling in administrative forms.
The process of rebuilding lives for those who have experienced hatred and discrimination is
one which our communities must play an active part in. From the police to the judiciary, to
schools, to government institutions and civic society, each and every one of us has an
important contribution to make in order to help rebuild lives and build resilient communities
and show that the pernicious forces of hatred and intolerance will not prevail.
The genocide in Srebrenica is truly one of the darkest moments of human history since the
Second World War as thousands of innocent lives were taken as a result of nationalism which
fuelled hatred against Muslims. By confronting this dark chapter of our collective history, we
can reaffirm our commitment to tackling prejudice and discrimination and remind ourselves
of the need to strengthen our resolve so that “never again” is truly meant.
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THE
SREBRENICA
PRAYER
We pray to almighty God,
May grievance become hope
May revenge become justice
May mothers' tears become prayers
That Srebrenica never happens again
To no one, no where.
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CANDLE LIGHTING

We come together today to remember the victims of the Srebrenica genocide.
We light these candles in remembrance of the lives lost and destroyed by hatred:
We remember the 8,372 mostly Muslim men and boys who were murdered in Srebrenica
on 11th July 1995.
We remember the survivors of the Death March, and the men who survived the mass
executions, and honour their courage in telling their stories.
We remember the Mothers of Srebrenica, who grieve every day for their missing and
murdered relatives and who fight tirelessly for truth and justice.
We remember the elderly, the sick and the children murdered during the fall of
Srebrenica.
We remember those murdered in concentration camps throughout the Bosnian conflict,
and those who survived torture and starvation within the camps.
We remember over 11,000 people killed in the siege of Sarajevo, of which 1601 were
children.
We remember the women and girls that were violated during the Bosnian War, those
who took their own lives, and those who live on with physical and emotional scars.
We remember the children who grew up during a time of conflict, and the loss of their
childhood to war.
We remember the innocent civilians killed in all regions of Bosnia during the conflict.
We remember those who defended their neighbours in a war not of their making.
We remember the 2 million Bosnians who were forcibly displaced from their homes and
communities through ethnic cleansing, and especially those who remain internally
displaced today.
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Living the Lessons Pledge
As an act of commemoration, we suggest 11
candles to be lit for each pledge made to
honour the international day of Srebrenica
commemoration which takes place on 11 July
each year.
We pledge that when we hear the

We pledge that, when we hear divisive

language of “us and them”, we will reach

propaganda, we will challenge this

out and find common ground with our

effectively.

neighbour.

We pledge that we will protect those who

We pledge that, when we hear

speak out against human rights abuses.

stereotyping and scapegoating, we will

We pledge that, where we see

find and share alternative positive stories.

persecution, we will do everything in our

We pledge that, when we see

power to protect those who are suffering.

discrimination in our schools or

We pledge that, where we believe that

workplaces, we will challenge this and

extermination is taking place, we will call

promote equal opportunities for all.

on our governments and the international

We pledge that, when we hear

community to take immediate action.

dehumanising language, we will remind

We pledge that we will always challenge

the speaker of our common humanity.

denial by believing the victims and

We pledge that, when we see members of

sharing their stories.

our community becoming

We pledge that we will always choose the

disenfranchised, we will make a

side of those who are suffering over the

concerted effort to engage and include

side of the oppressor.

them.
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Interfaith
Speech
SREBRENICA MEMORIAL DAY 2021
On 11 July 1995, towards the end of the
Bosnian War, a small town called Srebrenica
(Sreh-breh-neet-sah) was overrun by
Bosnian Serb forces, commanded by General
Ratko Mladić (Mla-ditch). In the days
following, in the first ever UN declared Safe
Area, Mladić's men systematically murdered
more than 8,000 Muslim men and boys and
buried them in mass graves. The United
Nations called this:

25TH ANNIVERSARY

"the greatest atrocity on
European soil since the
Second World War".
The International Court of Justice and the
International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former-Yugoslavia ruled that the mass
executions in Srebrenica constituted
genocide. Judge Fouad Riad of the ICTY
spoke of:
"scenes of unimaginable savagery: ... These
are truly scenes from hell, written on the
darkest pages of human history".
Genocide does not happen overnight.
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Srebrenica marked a terrible conclusion of a

including the 8,372 victims of Srebrenica,

brutal campaign of "ethnic cleansing"

could have been prevented.

against Bosnian Muslims and non-Serbs,
which had begun three years prior in 1992.

The most powerful way to understand what
happened in Srebrenica is to hear the

In Prijedor (Pree-yeh-door) region of North

testimony of survivors of that tragedy.

Western Bosnia, Muslims were rounded up
into concentration camps where they were

(At this point, we recommend showing this

tortured, starved, beaten, and subjected to

year's theme video or alternatively reading

sexual violence on an unprecedented scale.

the survivor testimony provided for the

Thousands were murdered. Sarajevo (Sah-

attendees. After this, you may wish to give

rah-yay-voh), the multi-ethnic capital of the

your own personal reflections on the

country, became a subject to the longest

testimony and this year's theme).

siege in modern military history. Over 11,000
people were killed, of which more than 1,000

Even in the midst of war, it was clear that

were children.

Every Action Mattered. It was often those of
different groups who gave help and

Underpinnning this strategy of ethnic

sanctuary to those who were most

cleansing was a violent Serbian nationalist

vulnerable in the heavy fighting. I'd like to

rhetoric that used propaganda to falsely

share these two stories with you to

paint Bosnian Muslims as "Islamic

emphasise this:

fundamentalists" and Croats as "fascists".
The international community failed to take

In 1943, while German forces occupied

heed of these early warning signs, and once

Bosnia, the Muslim Hardaga (Haar-da-gah)

war had started, fundamentally

family provided shelter for the Jewish Kavilo

misinterpreted the conflict as a "civil war"

(Ka-vee-lyo) family, at significant risk to

based on "ancient ethnic hatreds".

themselves. Fifty years later, the Kavilo
family saw what was happening to their

Over 100,000 people died, over two-thirds of

Muslim friends and offered their homes to

them Bosnian Muslim, before the war was

them. This action meant that the Hardaga's

finally brought to a close with the Dayton

were able to get safe passage out of

Peace Agreement. Many of these deaths

Sarajevo.
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Another story tells us of Jakob Finci (Yah-kob

follow through on the promise of 'never

Fin-chi), who was born in Rab concentration

again' after the Holocaust. We acknowledge

camp in 1943. He used his Jewish identity to

that hatred of the 'other' is prevalent in our

create safe spaces of neutrality in Sarajevo

society. The deadly attacks across the world,

and established the humanitarian society La

and closer to home, are stark reminders that

Benevolencija. He spearheaded early efforts

hatred is everywhere.

to get supplies into the city, and became one
of the only local organisations that delivered

However, by coming together today, we

humanitarian belief on a non-sectarian

remind ourselves that the responsibility to

basis. La Benevolencija organised mixed

challenge prejudice, stand up to hatred, and

convoys of Muslim, Serb and Croat families

to build strong and positive connections to

to get people beyond Serb checkpoints

those of different backgrounds to us is not

around the city.

something that we can do just once or twice
a year. It is an ongoing responsibility - to pay

Discrimination based on race, ethnicity or

attention to the world around us, to take

faith is not a thing of the past. There are

action when we see prejudice in our

many reasons we must come together and

communities, and to extend a hand of

take action - to commemorate and pledge to

friendship to those who do not share our life

prevent unchecked hatred be allowed to run

experiences.

rampant. Our work is not done.
Religious, political and community leaders
Around the 11 July each year, the charity

have spoken in support of Remembering

Remembering Srebrenica works with over a

Srebrenica, and the messages of support

thousand Community Champions across all

remind us of the importance of tackling

regions of the United Kingdom to organise

hatred, and preventing future genocides.

local acts of commemoration.
The Archbishop of Canterbury, The Most Rev
In commemorating the EU dedicated

Justin Welby, reminds us of the special role

Srebrenica Memorial Day, we do not only

of leaders in using their influence and

respect and honour those who died in

position to publicly challenge hatred:

Srebrenica, but also remind ourselves to

20
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"That [the genocide] was
committed on the basis of ethnic
cleansing and religious identity
requires all, especially religious
leaders, to be vigilant in the
language we use and confront the
discrimination and hate promoted
in the name of religion".
Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis emphasises the
role that each and every one of us must take,
in taking action against hatred:

"Each one of us can take up the
responsibility to honour the
victims of this and other genocides
by working harder than ever to
challenge the ideologies of fear
and hatred, wherever they
manifest, all over the world."
Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, says of the
importance of commemorating:

"... it is imperative that the public
are aware of the events that took
place in Srebrenica, and of the
8,000+ Bosnian Muslims who lost
their lives... we must all take the
time to remind ourselves of the
duty we hold as citizens, to
prevent such atrocities from
occurring ever again."

25TH ANNIVERSARY

Our coming together today sends a strong
message to our communities that we
understand that atrocities carried out in the
name of religion affect us all. We
demonstrate our solidarity with the victims
and survivors in the face of hatred. We show
respect for our dead, and those who mourn
them. These are powerful things, and I thank
you for joining me here today.
But it is worth asking: what actions can I
take?
Can we educate our future generations on
what happened at Srebrenica, and on the
importance of cherishing diversity and
respecting freedom of belief? Can we
collaborate with other organisations working
to tackle hatred or build community
cohesion? How can we better support each
other in times of division? How do we create
safe spaces for those of faith, or no faith, for
them to discuss the most difficult questions
that face our society?
I ask each and every one of you to reflect on
this, and to make a pledge to take action.
(Invite speakers to read the prayers and finish
with the pledge.)
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REMEMBERING SREBRENICA IS THE UK
CHARITY WHICH AIMS TO TEACH CURRENT AND
FUTURE GENERATIONS ABOUT THE
CONSEQUENCES OF HATRED AND
INTOLERANCE IN ALL COMMUNITIES THROUGH
LEARNING THE LESSONS OF SREBRENICA. WE
ARE CALLING ON ALL COMMUNITIES TO
REMEMBER THE VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS OF
THE SREBRENICA GENOCIDE; LEARN THE
LESSONS FROM SREBRENICA, PARTICULARLY
THAT WE MUST ALWAYS BE VIGILANT AGAINST
HATRED AND INTOLERANCE IN OUR
COMMUNITIES AND PLEDGE TO TAKE ACTION
NOW TO BUILD BETTER AND SAFER
COMMUNITIES FOR ALL.
SREBRENICA.ORG.UK

Remembering
Srebrenica

@SrebrenicaUK

@remembering_
srebrenica
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